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QUESTION 1

You are working with a customer who needs to attach an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) block volume to a VM
instance with read/write access type. The customer wants to know if the number of IOPS and throughput performance
differs between the following two choices: Option A: attach a single 1 TB block volume to the VM instance Option B:
attach two separate 500 GB block volumes In a RAID 0 array configuration to the VM instance 

You can assume that the customer is using iSCSI attachment type to attach the volumes to the instance. In addition,
you can assume 1 MB block size for throughput and 4 KB block size for IOPS consideration. How should you respond to
the customer? 

A. Option B provides higher level of throughput, but lower level of IOPS performance. 

B. Both options provide the same number of IOPS and throughput performance. 

C. Option A provides better IOPS, but lower throughput performance. 

D. Option B provides better IOPS and throughput performance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working as a solution architect with a global automotive provider who is looking to create a multi-cloud solution.
They want to run their application tier in Microsoft Azure while utilizing the Oracle DB Systems in the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). What is the most-fault tolerant and secure solution for this customer? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Deploy the Oracle database system into a public subnet in your VCN and assign a public IP address. Connect your
application tier running in Azure to the public IP address of the database system over the internet. 

B. Create a FastConnect virtual circuit with Microsoft Azure as the provider to establish a private interconnect between
the application tier running in the Azure Virtual Network and the OCI VCN that contains the Oracle Databases. 

C. Create an encrypted, Virtual Private Network connection between the Microsoft Azure Virtual Network that contains
the application tier and the OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) that contains the Oracle Databases. 

D. Use an OCI Virtual Cloud Network remote peering connection to create a remote network connection between the
application tier running in Microsoft Azure Virtual Network and Oracle Databases running in the OCI Virtual Cloud
Network (VCN). 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/learn-azure-oci-interconnect/index.html#GUID-FBE38C70-
A4CF40C5-A37A-121241D21199 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has gone through a recent departmental re structure. As part of this change, they are 
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organizing their Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compartment structure to align with the company\\'s new 

organizational structure. 

They have made the following change: 

Compartment x Is moved, and its parent compartment is now compartment c. 

Policy defined in compartment A: Allow group networkadmins to manage subnets in compartment X Policy defined in
root compartment: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment Finance:A:X After you move the compartment,
which two IAM policies would be required to ensure both groups retain the same permissions to compartment X that
they had before? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a policy in the root compartment as follows: Allow group admins to manage subnets in compartment
Finance:A:X 

B. Define a policy in compartment HR as follows: Allow group networkadmins to manage subnets in compartment C:X. 

C. Define a policy in the root compartment as follows: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment HR:C:X 

D. Define a policy in compartment C as follows: Allow group networkadmins to read subnets in compartment X 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

You are helping a customer troubleshoot a problem. The customer has several Oracle Linux servers in a private subnet
within a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). The servers are configured to periodically communicate to the Internet to get
security patches for applications Installed on them. The servers are unable to reach the Internet. An Internet Gateway
has been deployed In the public subnet in the VCN and the appropriate routes are configured in the Route Table
associated with the public subnet. Based on cost considerations, which option will fix this Issue? 

A. Create a Public Load Balancer In front of the servers and add the servers to the Backend Set of the Public Load
Balancer. 

B. Create another Internet Gateway and configure it as route target for the private subnet. 

C. Implement a NAT instance In the public subnet of the VCN and configure the NAT instance as the route target for the
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private subnet. 

D. Create a NAT gateway in the VCN and configure the NAT gateway as the route target for the private subnet. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A startup company is looking for a solution for processing of data transmitted by the IOT devices fitted to transport
vehicles that carry frozen foods. The data should be consumed and processed in real time. The processed data should
be archived to OCI Object Storage bucket. and use Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle analytics. Which
architecture will help you meet this requirement? 

A. Use OCI Streaming Service to collect the incoming biometric data. Use an open source Hadoop cluster to analyze
the data horn streaming service. Store the results to OCI Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle complex
analytics 

B. Use OCI Streaming Service to collect the incoming biometric data. Use Oracle Functions to process the date and
show the results on a real-time dashboard and store the results lo OCI Object Storage Store the data In OCI
Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle analytics. 

C. Create an OCI Object Storage bucket to collect the incoming biometric data from the smart pet collar Fetch the data
horn OC\ Object storage to OCI Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) every day and run analytics Jobs with it 

D. Launch an open source Hadoop cluster to collect the Incoming biometrics data Use an Open source Fluentd cluster
to analyze the- data me results to OCI Autonomous Transaction Processing (ADW)to handle complex analytics 

Correct Answer: B 

Real-time processing of high-volume streams of data 

-OCI Streaming service provides a fully managed, scalable, durable storage option for continuous, highvolume streams
of data that you can consume and process in real-time 

-Use cases Log and Event data collection Web/Mobile activity data ingestion IoT Data streaming for processing and
alerts Messaging: use streaming to decouple components of large systems 

-Oracle managed service with REST APIs (Create, Put, Get, Delete) 

-Integrated Monitoring 
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